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The tank tops are packed up. The flip-flops are stowed away. So
what will take their place in your fall closet?

We checked in with five fashion-savvy Bostonians to get their takes
on fall style and what they will be wearing as the days get shorter and
the temperatures get colder. -- EMILY SHARTIN

EMILY NEILL, 36

Wardrobe consultant, Closet Smarts

Do you have a particular look for fall or particular things you like
to wear?

I'm a big supporter of skirt dressing, even in colder weather. . . . My
favorite look is tall boots with a skirt and then layering your top half to
keep warmer . . . like a fitted shirt with a little jacket. . . . But I can tell
you a couple of trends I will not be indulging in for fall.

OK, let's go right to that.

Skinny pants, which are definitely for tall people with no hips. And the
other thing I absolutely hate are those long-waisted potato-sack shirts
that basically add a lot of material right around people's thickest
parts. I think those are for skinny people who don't have anything to
hide. They're not doing any favors for the masses.

What have you bought recently?

I actually did buy a couple pairs of the capri trouser-leg pants from
Ann Taylor that are wide-legged and have a gentleman's cuff. They're
kind of suity-looking, but you can put on a more playful top and get a
more feminine look out of them.

What do you have your eye on?

I have my eye on this delicious winter coat that's currently at Looks
[in Cambridge] by An Ren. She does a lot of cool vintagey looking
coats. . . . Of course I already own, like, 200 coats, so it would be an
indulgence.
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JOE FERRARO, 29

Wine steward and cheese consultant, Cardullo's Gourmet Shoppe;
drummer for the band Keys to the Streets of Fear

AMELIA HUGHES, 34

Wine consultant, retail entrepreneur
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OPHELIA BAKON, 58

Co-owner, Nouveau Fashion Gallery

RICCARDO DALLAI JR., 26

Co-owner, Riccardi and Relic
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